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Cs detection performance and
formation of CsCl and Cs nanoparticles by tuning
graphene oxide quantum dot-based
nanocomposite†

Bangun Satrio Nugroho ab and Satoru Nakashima *abc

A new nanocomposite was developed using functionalized graphene oxide quantum dots (GOQDs) with

cesium green molecules for the first time. Although the cesium green molecule works effectively only in

the solid-state, without water, and in basic conditions, the functionalized GOQDs with cesium green

made the nanocomposite work well as a cesium (Cs) detector in mixed solution (distilled water/THF).

The nanocomposite can be employed as a Cs detector in both acidic and basic conditions. The present

study revealed that the nanocomposite of GOQDs with cesium green showed an enhanced

photoluminescence in basic conditions, while the intensity of the photoluminescence in acidic

conditions is the superposition of the photoluminescence of the corresponding components. The

photoluminescence of the nanocomposite was quenched (turned OFF) after Cs treatment in basic

conditions. On the other hand, in the acidic conditions it was found that the photoluminescence

intensity of this nanocomposite was enhanced (turned ON) by the Cs addition in two different Cs

concentrations, 0.06 mmol L�1 and 0.12 mmol L�1. In addition, the movement of the nanocomposite

(after Cs addition) under the electron beams through TEM measurement was observed. The formation of

CsCl and Cs nanoparticles was identified. Specifically, the Cs cluster occurrence is discussed by taking

into account the mobility effect of the adatoms on the composite layer under electron beam irradiation.
1 Introduction

The Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Plant (FDNPP) disaster
that occurred in 2011 attracted the attention of researchers.
Specically, the release of radioactive materials like Cs-137
(with a half-life of 30.1 years) has drawn attention because of
the immediate and long-term effects on the environment.1,2

Since radioactive cesium (Cs) has a high solubility in water and
a long half-life, it can migrate from one pond to the river, move
far away to the paddy elds,3 and nally come into the
groundwater. As reported in the previous work, radioactive Cs
was detected in the tap water and ground water with different
degrees of contamination in some areas of Fukushima.4

Consequently, its consumption by all people who stay around
the FDNPP area was restricted. Therefore, the detection of Cs is
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of great importance to address the problem of Cs contamina-
tion in water.

Currently, several types of methods for Cs detection exist
including atomic absorption spectroscopy, electrochemical
devices, germanium detector, inductively coupled plasmamass
spectroscopy, and uorescence-based method. Especially the
uorescence-based method, which is infrequently used in Cs
detection system, has a potential to become a non-destructive
detector with low-cost. In the previous study squaraine dye as
a mixed solution (DMSO/Water) exhibited a good response in
Cs detection. This compound can work effectively and selec-
tively by quenching the uorescence intensity aer Cs detec-
tion. According to this method, the blue uorescence of the
compound solution turned OFF aer the Cs addition.5 In the
other work, T. Mori et al. have successfully designed a new
supramolecular material (cesium green, C32H33NO8) as Cs
sensor expecting intermolecular uorescence approaches
(uorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) or exciplex
mechanism).6 The study of energy transfer has been reported
experimentally for different kinds of nanomaterials (quantum
dots, nanoparticles) that act as energy donors or acceptors.7,8

Another researcher also demonstrated that the Cs can be
detected using green uorescence by cesium green (in meth-
anolic solution) for the freeze-dried stem of plants that have
RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 19667–19677 | 19667
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already been treated with cesium carbonate.9 However, the
cesium green molecule has several limitations in Cs detection
application, since it can work effectively only in solid-state,
without water, and in basic condition. Therefore, several
technical problems should be addressed tomake it more useful
and easily to be used in order to identify Cs in contaminated
water.

In recent years, graphene oxide (GO) and graphene oxide
quantum dots (GOQDs) are widely studied in several applica-
tions such as metal adsorbent (Cs+, Eu3+, Sr2+),10,11 and designed
as uorescence probes by considering their quantum conne-
ment and the edge effect.12,13 In addition, the GO and GOQDs
have almost similar properties because they have various
oxygen functional groups. The functional group can act as
a binding point to synthesize a new nanocomposite to improve
their properties.14,15 Another important thing is that the pho-
toluminescence (PL) of GOQDs was independent of pH. It
means that the emission wavelength does not shi in different
pH condition (only change in the PL intensity).16 Further
investigation also revealed that the PL of GO has shown
a reversible response to ionic strength and pH.17,18 The previous
work conrmed that the different number of layers of GO
(single and a few layers) showed different optical responses in
various organic solvent.19 More currently, Yao et al. have
employed graphene quantum dot-based uorescence sensing as
a dual detector of copper ion (Cu2+) and tiopronin (MPG). They
proposed a novel uorescence turn OFF for the Cu2+ detection
and turn ON for the tiopronin (MPG) detection.20

Therefore, to facilitate the development of a Cs detection
system, it is highly desirable to create a new nanocomposite
using functionalized graphene oxide quantum dots (GOQDs)
with cesium green molecule. The main purpose of the present
study is to produce a new nanocomposite that has the ability to
recognize Cs in water with different pH conditions (acidic and
basic condition) by considering the turn ON/OFF response.
2 Experimental section
2.1. Reagents and materials

Graphite, cesium green (C32H33NO8), potassium permanganate
(KMnO4), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), sulfuric acid (H2SO4),
sodium nitrate (NaNO3), sodium hydroxide (NaOH), cesium
chloride (CsCl), hydrochloric acid (HCl), and potassium
hydroxide (KOH) were analytical grade and were used without
any further purication.
2.2. Synthesis of GO and GOQDs

Graphene oxide (GO) samples were prepared using modied
Hummer's method with graphite and the oxidizing agent,
KMnO4 (1 : 4, mass ratio).21 In this synthesis protocol, pre-
cooling procedure and one minute stop-one minute go was
implemented when adding the KMnO4 according to our work.10

The GOQDs were synthesized by using as-prepared few-layers
GO. In a typical synthesis, the ratio of GO and NaOH was 1 : 1
(mass ratio). First, dispersed the starting material GO (0.19 g)
into distilled water followed by sonication for 5minutes. Then,
19668 | RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 19667–19677
added NaOH (0.19 g) and stirred for 5 minutes at ambient
temperature. Second, the solution was reuxed at 80 �C for two
hours. Aer nished the reux process, kept the solution at
room temperature for a while. Then, came to the nal step,
centrifuged the solution for two times (4000 rpm for 10 minutes
and 9500 g-force (relative centrifuge force) for 50 minutes). The
brown solution was obtained as GOQDs solution. There is no
further treatment for as-obtained GOQDs solution (Fig. 2e).
2.3. Synthesis of GOQD-based nanocomposite

The nanocomposite was generated by combining GOQDs solu-
tion as precursor material with cesium green (CG) solution. In
this study, the nanocomposite was produced in two different
concentration ratios of GOQDs : Cesium green (concentration
ratio 5 : 1 and 8 : 1). In order to obtain the nanocomposite with
a concentration ratio of 5 : 1, rst, prepare 25 mL GOQDs
solution (distilled water) and prepare the cesium green solution
by dissolving 1mg cesium green in 5mL THF solvent. Aer that,
mixed the GOQDs solution with cesium green solution followed
by stirring for 30 minutes. A similar treatment was performed
for the nanocomposite with a concentration ratio of 8 : 1. In
order to distinguish both nanocomposites, the term composite-
51 and composite-81 were applied. Each index number attached
to the composite name is corresponded to the concentration
ratio of GOQDs:cesium green molecule.
2.4. Photoluminescence detection of cesium

The Cs detection was performed at room temperature. There are
two different concentrations of cesium chloride (CsCl) solution.
The CsCl solution was made by adding 0.6 g CsCl in 30 mL
distilled water. Based on that, the concentration of the CsCl
solution was 0.12 mmol L�1. Then, prepared the second CsCl
solution to get a concentration of 0.06 mmol L�1. The next step
was that the different amounts of CsCl solution (changing
volume from 200 mL-800 mL) were added into the nano-
composite solution. The photoluminescence spectra were
measured and recorded under excitation slit 10 nm, emission
slit 10 nm, PMT voltage 400 V, and excitation wavelength
330 nm. Finally, plotted the data as a standard curve graph (the
PL intensity unit is cps as measured from the instrument).
2.5. Instrumentation and characterization

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was conducted by Asylum, MFP-
3D origin (Oxford, UK). Ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy (UV-Vis)
measurements were carried out using JASCO V-650 spectro-
photometer (Japan). Photoluminescence spectroscopy
measurement was performed by Fluorescence spectrophotom-
eter F-7000, Hitachi (Fukuoka, Japan). Transmission electron
microscopy (ultra-high resolution transmission electron
microscope) was performed using JEM-2010 (Tokyo, Japan).
Zeta potential measurements were performed using Zeta
potential and particle size analyser ELSZ-series 2000 (Otsuka,
Japan). Elemental analysis was carried out using PerkinElmer
CHNS/O 2400II (USA).
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Table 1 Elemental analysis of GO sample

Sample C% H% N% O% C/O

GO 43.82 2.97 0.18 52.4 0.84
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3 Results and discussion
3.1. Characterization of GO and GOQDs

The transmission electronmicroscopy (TEM) (Fig. 1a and b) and
atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Fig. 1c and d) were performed
to characterize the morphology and structure of GO as
precursor material and GOQDs aer reux process. It is
observed that the GO sample is wrinkles and overlap (Fig. 1a).
For the ratio of graphite to potassium permanganate (KMnO4)
as oxidizing agent, 1 : 4, the graphite was successfully exfoli-
ated. The elemental analysis of the GO sample was carried out
to conrm the C, H, N, and O element as displayed in the Table
1. In addition, the as obtained GO was employed as a precursor
to fabricate GOQDs. As shown in Fig. 1b, the GOQDs image was
produced. The NaOH reux process has detached well the ake
of oxidation debris (OD) from GO sample. These pieces (several
nm) fell down on the GO layer. These are GO quantum dots
(GOQDs). The GOQDs have a heterogeneous particle size
distribution as is shown in TEM imaging (Fig. 1b). As proposed
by previous experimental work, these small particles are
adsorbed on the surface of graphene-like sheets.22 And these
small particles can be separated from GO by base treatment.
Rourke at al. used the terminology for this small particle as
‘oxidation debris'.23

Furthermore, to conrm the thickness of the GO and GOQDs
sample, the AFM imaging was conducted. Fig. 1c exhibited the
height of GO is about 2–3 nm. It is also convinced that the GO
material consists of a few layers. In addition, there are two types
of dots for as-obtained GOQDs. The aggregating dots (aggre-
gates) and small dots were conrmed with an average thickness
of about 2 nm and 1.5 nm, respectively (Fig. 1d, S1a, see ESI†).
This value (for small dots) is close to the value corresponding to
Fig. 1 TEM imaging of (a) GO, scale bars: 200 nm, (b) GOQDs, scale
bars: 50 nm. (c) AFM image of GO, and (d) GOQDs deposited on freshly
cleaved silicon substrate.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
the thickness of OD as previously obtained by AFM (0.5–1.5
nm)24 and SNR or specular neutron reectivity (1 nm).25 It is
suggested that the aggregates are composed of many single
GOQDs gathered as disc pile up (H-type aggregation) (Fig. S1b,
see ESI†) rather than head to tail arrangement (J-type aggrega-
tion). Another group has reported that there is a unique emis-
sion of graphene quantum dots induced by self-assembled
aggregation.26

3.2. Optical properties of GOQDs and their nanocomposite

The optical properties of GOQDs were characterized. UV-Vis
absorption spectra (Fig. 2a) show a broad absorption from 800
to 200 nm and have one peak at 205 nm and two shoulders at
270 nm and 330 nm for GOQDs. The photoluminescence (PL)
spectra (Fig. 2b) show that the different PL peak intensity
appeared before (Fig. 2d) and aer centrifugation process
(Fig. 2e). This method also has been considered by another
researcher to achieve the tunable optical properties.27 In
particular, the centrifugationmethod demonstrated an effective
way to decrease the size of functionalized graphene oxide (GO).
This is in good accordance with the characterization data shown
in an early section (Fig. 1b). The TEM image emphasized
a different size of GOQDs. Moreover, in the Fig. S5a (see ESI†),
the larger particle has been isolated. It showed the presence of
large sheets, almost similar in size with the as-produced GO
(Fig. 1a). As a result, it is expected that as-produced GOQDs have
an intrinsic PL intensity. The other experimental studies were
reported to identify the disintegration of GO during the base
treatment.22 In their work, the concentration ratio of GO to
NaOH, 1 : 1, was used to treat with heating for 1–5 hours. The
results showed that the prolonged base treatment leads to
Fig. 2 UV-Vis absorbance of (a) GO, GOQDs. Photoluminescence
emission spectra of (b) GOQDs before and after centrifugation
process, (c) GOQDs in acidic and basic condition, cesium green in
THF. (d) GO solution after reflux process (before centrifugation). (e)
GOQDs solution after centrifugation.

RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 19667–19677 | 19669
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disintegration of the ake of GO into smaller pieces. This work
also conrmed that insignicant deoxygenation would proceed
if base treatment was conducted without heating. On the
contrary, heating without base treatment does not bring in
detectable deoxygenation. It is consistent with our result that
conrmed the deoxygenation aer base treatment with reux
process. As is shown in Fig. S5b (see ESI†), the elemental
analysis obtained by TEM shows that the oxygen content
decreased signicantly.

The photoluminescence (PL) spectra of GOQDs, cesium
green (CG) and their nanocomposite in THF solvent were shown
in Fig. 2 and 3. The PL spectra of GOQDs are signicantly
different between acidic and basic conditions. As is reported by
a previous study the GOQDs are strongly sensitive to the
deprotonation and protonation process.28,29 It is suggested that
the different concentration in OH� and H+ inuences the
change of electronic transition of p–p* and n–p* in GOQDs. It
is also amplied by Taniguchi et al. that the proposed concept
of the reversible epoxy formation leads to pH-dependent on/off
PL of GO.18 They found that the enhancing and quenching PL of
GO can be induced by increasing/decreasing the epoxy
concentration and will be inuenced by the presence of charge
transfer exciton (CTE). In the present study, the PL intensity of
GOQDs in acidic condition increased compared to that in basic
condition. The present result may be explained by pH-
dependent change of functional group. The peak also red-
shied from 435 nm to 454 nm by changing from basic to
acidic condition (Fig. 2c).

On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 3, aer the nano-
composite was formed, the PL intensity drastically increased in
basic condition (pH 11.01) for both nanocomposites
(composite-51 and composite-81), while the PL intensity was
slightly quenched in acidic condition. In this case, the PL of the
Fig. 3 Photoluminescence emission spectra of (a)composite-51,
composite-81 in basic condition, (b) composite-51, composite-81 in
acidic condition. (c) TEM image of GOQDs-based nanocomposite
(composite-81). Scale bars: 50 nm. (d) High-resolution TEM image of
individual nanodot (composite-81) labelled by red circle with inset of
the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) from the selected region. Scale bars:
5 nm.

19670 | RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 19667–19677
nanocomposite exhibited an opposite response for acidic and
basic conditions compared with the original sample. For orig-
inal sample, the GOQDs exhibited enhancing PL intensity in
acidic condition and quenching PL intensity in basic condition.
Whilst for the nanocomposites, the decreased PL intensity was
observed in acidic condition and the increased PL intensity was
observed in basic condition. In the other work the GO showed
the reversible response upon acidic and basic condition.27

Fig. 3b shows that the spectrum of the nanocomposite is almost
the superposition of the GOQDs and CG in acidic condition,
suggesting the physical mixture of GOQDs and CG in acidic
condition. On the other hand, the PL intensity of the nano-
composite was signicantly enhanced under basic condition
(Fig. 3a). In basic condition the chemical bond was suggested
between GOQDs and CG. This enhancement in basic condition
is in accordance with PL of conventional carbon nanodots with
edge-located COH/COOH/C]O groups.30 In the present exper-
iment, the pH condition was changed from basic condition to
acidic condition. Then we also investigated the PL intensity of
the nanocomposite from acidic condition to basic condition. As
a result, the peak moved back to the original position and the
intensity signicantly increased (Fig. S13, see ESI†).

As is already reported, the GOQDs-PEG (polyethylene glycol)
interaction exhibited a typical excitation wavelength depen-
dence of the photoluminescence.31,32 Fig. 3c, and S3, S4 (see
ESI†) show the TEM image of the present composite. It can be
seen that the nanodots are combined. Fig. 3d shows high-
resolution TEM image of an individual nanodot (composite-
81). This indicates high crystallinity (localized in lattice
fringes labelled by red circle) of GOQDs aer forming
a composite. It is also suggested that the cesium green (CG)
molecule functionalization of GOQDs does not cause signicant
damage to the graphene p system.
3.3. Cs detection performance

3.3.1. Cs detection in acidic condition. The PL response of
the nanocomposite to the Cs cation was tested by mixing
a nanocomposite solution with an aqueous solution of CsCl. In
this experiment, the Cs treatment was carried out in two
different pH conditions (acidic and basic condition) of the
nanocomposite by adding two concentrations of CsCl
(0.12 mmol L�1 and 0.06 mmol L�1). Then, the CsCl addition
was conducted in the volume range 200 mL-800 mL.

The results show that the addition of 0.12 mmol L�1 cesium
chloride (200–800 mL) in acidic condition led to increase the PL
intensity gradually (turn ON) by employing composite-51
(Fig. 4a). For composite-81, using similar method with the
case of composite-51, the PL intensity was decreased (turn OFF)
at the rst time of Cs addition (200 mL), and then the PL
intensity increased (turn ON) gradually aer adding another
200 mL CsCl solution (Fig. 4b). The turn ON PL phenomenon
also occurred in composite-81 by reducing the concentration of
CsCl (0.06 mmol L�1) (Fig. 4c). This might be explained by the
fact of composite-81 having much GOQDs part compared with
the composite-51. At rst GOQDs part reacts with CsCl, leading
to the decrease in PL intensity (Fig. 4b) as is observed in GOQDs
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 4 Photoluminescence emission spectra of (a) composite-51
before and after Cs treatment for 0.12 mmol L�1 (in acidic condition),
(b and c) composite-81 before and after Cs treatment for 0.12 mmol
L�1 and 0.06 mmol L�1 (in acidic condition), (d) GOQDs after and
before Cs treatment for 0.12 mmol L�1 (in acidic condition). A colour
line (graphic) in each figure indicates the PL response signal by the
additional amount of CsCl solution, with volume range 200 mL
(orange), 400 mL (gray), 600 mL (yellow), and 800 mL (blue).

Fig. 5 (a) TEM image of composite-81 after Cs treatment (in acidic
condition), small black spots are identified with inset of HRTEM from
the selected area. Scale bars: 20 nm. (b) Elemental analysis of figure (a).
(c) HRTEM image of composite-51 after Cs treatment (in acid condi-
tion) with inset of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) from the selected
region. Scale bars: 5 nm. (d) Elemental analysis of figure (c).
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(Fig. 4d). Aer that, turn ON occurs as is the case of composite-
51.

We also considered that another factor such as structural
defect (holes) effect might contribute to the PL phenomenon.
The presence of holes in nm-size was investigated in HRTEM
studies of GO.33 Another researcher also considered these tiny
vacancy defect as a part of the oxidized domains.34 As is
explained previously, during the base-treatment the functional
groups have been reduced (deoxygenation) from p surface and
disintegration of the ake of GO occurred. In this situation, it
can be predicted that numerous additional defects were
formed. In the present study the evidence of the structural
change was shown through the Zeta potential value change
(from �19.67 mV for GO to �34.63 mV for GOQDs). As a result,
these defects can serve as a trap or binding point since the
functional groups (especially the carbonyls) likely exist along
the edges of the holes.35 Subsequently, a TEMmeasurement was
performed to consider the adsorption behaviour of Cs by
nanocomposite. The information obtained from the TEM image
(Fig. 5a) conrmed the small black spots. It is considered as Cs
cluster on the nanocomposite layer by using its eds (Fig. 5b).
This might be related to the GO acidity. Our previous work
presented that the different C/O ratio of GO (different in degree
of oxidation) has signicant aspect in producing the diversi-
cation of sp2/sp3 carbon cluster of GO and inuenced the Cs
adsorption performance.10 Another study also authenticated
that the oxidation debris (OD) has an important role in GO
acidity.36 The study also proved that the amount of acid site
density of OD is almost 3 times higher than that of GO. As we
considered in the early section of the present study GOQDs are
termed as the small size of OD produced by reux process (with
base treatment). A chemical analysis by TEM (Fig. 5d) revealed
that Cs rich structure is the main constituent along with other
species (C, O, Na, Cl). However, it might include the undesired
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
impurities (Si, Na, K, S) as revealed in Fig. 5(b). Si and K might
come from the re-used laboratory glassware as a source. In
addition, the remaining Na is originated from a part of NaOH
addition during the base-treatment. Specically, we assumed
that the formation of Cs cluster is produced as a part of the
moiré fringe pattern formation (Fig. 5c) mechanism. It was
veried as a consequence of the decomposition process of the
adatoms nanoparticle under electron beam irradiation.37

Nakashima's group also reported the CsCl and Cs rich particle
formation depending on the substrate concentration and the
solvent.38 Further discussion is presented based on several
phenomena in the Section 3.3.4 regarding the Cs metal
formation on GOQDs and nanocomposite layer.

However, as is shown in Fig. 4d, there is no PL enhancement
(turn OFF) aer 0.12 mmol L�1 CsCl solution addition by
employing original GOQDs solution, and also quenching
occurred in basic condition (Fig. 6a). This is due to the inter-
action between GOQDs and Cs+. Some researchers have proved
that the uorescence-quenching phenomenon occurred aer
addition of metal and nanoparticles like Fe3+ ions in GO solu-
tion and unbonded gold nanoparticles (NPs) to graphene
quantum dots.39,40 Typically, GO and GOQDs can act as both an
attractive uorophores and remarkable quencher.41 As
enhancing agent, the uorophores can serve the tunable PL
emission and in contrary, as quencher, the GO and GOQDs
revealed an effective quenching efficiency through either elec-
tron transfer or uorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET)
mechanism.

It can be thought that the surface charge has a signicant
role in the PL of GOQDs when interacted with Cs cation. As is
RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 19667–19677 | 19671



Fig. 7 PL emission spectra of (a) composite-51 before and after K+

treatment for 0.12 mmol L�1 (in acidic condition), (b) composite-81
before and after K+ treatment for 0.12 mmol L�1 (in acid condition), (c)
composite-51 before and after K+ treatment for 0.12 mmol L�1 (in
basic condition), (d) composite-81 before and after K+ treatment for
0.12mmol L�1 (in basic condition). A colour line (graphic) in each figure
indicates the PL response signal by the additional amount of KCl
solution, with volume range 200 mL (orange), 400 mL (gray), 600 mL
(yellow), and 800 mL (blue).

Fig. 6 PL emission spectra of (a) GOQDs before and after Cs treat-
ment for 0.12 mmol L�1 (in basic condition), (b) PL emission spectra of
composite-51 before and after Cs treatment for 0.12 mmol L�1 (in
basic condition), (c and d) PL emission spectra of composite-81 before
and after Cs treatment for 0.12 mmol L�1 and 0.06 mmol L�1,
respectively (in basic condition). A colour line (graphic) in each figure
indicates the PL response signal by the additional amount of CsCl
solution, with volume range 200 mL (orange), 400 mL (gray), 600 mL
(yellow), and 800 mL (blue).
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already shown, Zeta potential was �34.63 mV for GOQDs and
�19.67 mV for GO in the present study. The surface of GOQDs is
more negative than that of GO. In addition, since the GOQDs
still have an oxygen functional group, it can be assumed that the
interaction between Cs cation and –COOH has induced PL
quenching in the detection system. Another possibility is the
–OH on the surface area can coordinate to Cs cation. Previous
study has proposed the concept of dynamic structural model of
GO responsible for binding metal ions.42 Particularly, the
dynamic structural model is well supported by the conversion
process from vicinal diols (formed by opening the epoxides) to
enols as the structural transformation of the functional groups
led to enols being acidic. The other researcher has revealed the
reversible epoxy formation.18 More current work also strongly
suggested a possibility that the other functional groups (not
only carboxyl) have played a signicant role for binding to metal
ions.43 The as-formed enols as the product resulted from reor-
ganization of GO structure might serve as a chelating agent for
the metal cations.

3.3.2. Cs detection in basic condition. The signicant PL
quenching was observed in the Cs detection performance in
basic condition. As shown in Fig. 6, the PL intensity of all
samples decreased gradually aer Cs treatment with different
concentration, 0.12 mmol L�1 and 0.06 mmol L�1 (200mL-800
mL Cs addition). This quenching phenomenon was clearly
different from Cs treatment in acidic condition that shows
enhancing phenomenon. It can be seen in the Fig. 6(b)–(d) that
no change at 380 nm and large change at 470 nm. Unlike in
acidic condition, the carboxylic acid groups are present as
–COO� and the surface of GOQDs plane is negatively charged in
basic condition. It is also well known that many metal ions can
act as a PL quencher in several ways such as the effect of
complexation, uorescence resonance energy transfer, or
19672 | RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 19667–19677
charge transfer. The previous work emphasized that the
quenching reaction can be considered as a longer or shorter
distance effect between donor and acceptor molecules.44,45

Furthermore, another study conrmed that in strong basic
condition, GO has a greater interaction for binding metal,
which is provoked by a surface modication of GO structure.46

In the present study, the modication of GO structure was
induced by a chemical reaction through the base-treatment
followed by the reux process. And as-obtained pH value of
GOQDs solution was 11.60. As was suggested by A. M. Dimiev
et al. the base-treatment of aqueous GO solution led to hydro-
lysis of organic sulfates and trigger the reaction and cause a C–C
bond cleavage with formation of ketone at the new edge. Then,
the ketones further transform into carboxylates.22 The other
observation additionally convinced that the negatively charged
GO as a ligand can replace water molecule from the rst coor-
dination sphere of metal.34 Therefore, the oxygen functional
group of GOQDs dominantly plays a signicant role (activated)
for Cs detection as its natural environment even aer forming
the nanocomposite. The TEM image (Fig. S6(a and c), see ESI†)
was taken and the interaction between Cs cation and nano-
composite shows a similar tendency with the previous section
(in acidic condition), and the CsCl and Cs clusters were
observed.

3.3.3. The detection behaviour of Sr2+, K+. For comparison,
the effect of the other cation addition was investigated. Under
similar conditions to the Cs+ treatment, the Sr2+ and K+ treat-
ment was performed in acidic and basic conditions by using
a composites solution. In acidic condition, as exhibited in
Fig. 7(a and b), the addition of KCl solution (from 200–800 mL)
shows a decrease in PL intensity (turn OFF). However, in the
case of Sr2+ treatment, the PL intensity increased (turn ON) for
the rst 200 mL SrCl2 addition both in composite-51 and
composite-81, and then, the PL intensity decreased (turn OFF)
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 8 PL emission spectra of (a) composite-51 before and after Sr2+

treatment for 0.12 mmol L�1 (in acidic condition), (b) composite-81
before and after Sr2+ treatment for 0.12 mmol L�1 (in acidic condition),
(c) composite-51 before and after Sr2+ treatment for 0.12 mmol L�1 (in
basic condition), (d) composite-81 before and after Sr2+ treatment for
0.12mmol L�1 (in basic condition). A colour line (graphic) in each figure
indicates the PL response signal by the additional amount of SrCl2
solution, with volume range 200 mL (orange), 400 mL (gray), 600 mL
(yellow), and 800 mL (blue).
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gradually aer adding another 200 mL SrCl2 solution (Fig. 8(a
and b)).

Moreover, under basic conditions, the presence of K+ and
Sr2+ in the composite solutions exhibited a similar quenching
phenomenon (Fig. 7(c and d) and Fig. 8(c and d)). Especially for
Sr2+ treatment, the quenching phenomenon occurred drasti-
cally in the rst 200 mL SrCl2 addition. It might be caused by the
Sr2+ having a higher 2+ charge to form coordination
compounds. The precipitation was directly observed aer the
Sr2+ addition, which is the cause of drastic decrease in PL. These
observations suggested that the nanocomposite in this experi-
ment has a different selectivity and sensitivity to the target
metal ions (Cs+, Sr2+, K+). This feature is an important factor for
the detection system. As is expected, the nanocomposite is more
sensitive to the Cs+ by enhancing the PL intensity (turn ON) in
acidic conditions compared to other metal cation (Sr2+, K+). The
result also indicated that the nanocomposite can be used as
a promising Sr detection candidate, and future investigation is
required.

The interaction among GOQDs, cesium green molecule, and
some different metal cations indicated a different PL response
signal as displayed in the Table S1, see ESI.† The input–output
detection mechanism was constructed to identify the PL
response signal in different pH conditions as applied in the
previous work.20 Here, the different metal cations and cesium
green molecule are used as input factor, and the presence of the
input factor is represented by ‘10 and ‘00 for the absence of the
input factor. In addition, as output factor, ‘10 represents the
turn ON PL, and ‘00 represents the turn OFF PL. In acidic
condition, the result shows that, when the input factor is (0, 0),
(1, 1) both for Cs+ and Sr2+ treatment, the PL response signal
turns ON, therefore the output is ‘1`. This tendency was
conrmed by using composite-51 and composite-81. On the
other hand, the output is ‘00 for K+ treatment by applying (1, 1)
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
as input factor. A similar phenomenon was observed in the
basic condition, i.e., the output is ‘10 when the input factor (0, 1)
was applied but was not found in the acidic condition both for
composite-51 and composite-81. Furthermore, the quenching
phenomenon appeared in all input factor (0, 0), (1, 1) in basic
condition. Therefore, these results concluded that the presence
of different metal cations will activate a different PL response
signal. It is also inuenced by the pH condition and the addi-
tion of cesium green molecule in the system.

3.3.4. Cs metal formation on GOQDs and nanocomposite
layer. An unexpected phenomenon was observed during the
TEM measurement. By using a composite sample, the move-
ment of particle or rearrangement of structure was observed in
composite-51 (acidic condition), refer to ESI,Video S15.1.† It can
be attributed to crystal movement between locations or rotation
around axis during the electron beam exposure.37 The effect of
electron beam was considered as a possible reason for the
mobility of the particle during the scanning process.47 Thus,
a moiré fringe pattern under electron beam exposure was
formed as is shown with red line (Fig. 5c). As theoretically
proved, the moiré fringe pattern was formed when crystalline
surfaces with a lattice mismatch or a rotational misorientation
are vertically stacked.48 It also corresponded to the crystalline
conductive area of small sp2 domains.49 In the present study,
the lattice size of composite-51 aer Cs treatment is 0.39 nm,
and the lattice size of GOQDs aer Cs treatment is 0.31 nm (this
corresponds to (200) of Cs metal.) (Fig. S7, see ESI†). It has
a larger lattice-size compared with the as obtained-
nanocomposite (before Cs treatment (Fig. 3d) and original GO
sample, 0.21 nm (Fig. S8, see ESI†). This value (for GO sample) is
aligned with previously observed value.50

Moreover, this phenomenon might be inuenced by the role
of cesium green (CG) molecule that led to enhance the prop-
erties of the nanocomposite. It is correlated well with other
phenomena that have been proved by using aromatic molecules
(which are non-covalently bound to 2Dmaterial), which affected
the electronic properties of the 2Dmaterials signicantly.51 This
also conrmed that the moiré superlattices have arisen in
bilayer graphene. It was strengthened by other researchers that
the PL of GO was attributed to the electronic energy transition,52

and theoretically proposed by speculating the effect of the
different oxidation levels of GO.53 Their calculation analysis also
showed that hydroxyl and epoxy groups have a responsibility for
the change of hybridization of sp2 to sp3. In the present study,
a similar behaviour (the adatoms movement) was observed in
Fig. S6(a) and (b),† for composite-81 aer Cs treatment (in basic
condition) by the HRTEM image (refer to ESI,Video S15.2, S15.3
†). It is also amplied by other researchers who theoretically
suggested that the formation of CsI (cluster shape) was assigned
based on the number of atom or ion.54 For example, a four-ion
cluster and a six-ion cluster of CsI were supposed to have
a square planar structure and to form planar hexagon sequen-
tially. It is consistent with our result (Fig. 5(c), S7 see ESI†) as
discussed in the previous section, which predicted the interac-
tion between CsCl and the nanocomposite layer generates
a moiré fringe pattern under electron beam irradiation. It can
RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 19667–19677 | 19673
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be explained that two or more crystals are overlapping with
slightly different orientation.

To understand the present phenomenon, the mechanism of
the moiré fringe pattern formation should be considered
together with the formation of two-dimensional nanocrystal on
the substrate layer, as is observed in the previous work.37

Therefore, another phenomenon is worth mentioning. Through
the electron microscopy characterization by using GOQDs
sample aer Cs treatment (in acidic and basic condition), the
crystal structure transformation was observed. The results
demonstrated the different phenomenon between acidic and
basic conditions. In acidic condition, as shown in Fig. S9 (see
ESI†), the crystal structure has changed from single crystals to
amorphous form (Fig. S10, see ESI†). The FFT of Fig. S9(c)† is
provided in Fig. S9(d),† where (110) reections of CsCl are
observed at 0.29 nm. In Fig. S9(b),† the elemental analysis
revealed that the Cs and Cl are strongly detected. On the other
hand, Cl content decreased (Fig. S10(b)†), but still remained
aer electron beam exposure. Furthermore, in basic condition,
the crystal transformation was also recorded by TEM. As shown
in Fig. 9, the sample was further identied. Soon aer TEM
measurement the observed crystal formation was recorded
(Fig. 9(b)). Continuously, the prolonged electron beam
Fig. 9 TEM image of GOQDs after Cs treatment in basic condition (a)
soon after TEM measurement was conducted. Scale bars: 200 nm. (b)
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to figure (a). (c) Elemental analysis of
figure (a). (d) After electron beam irradiation was applied for the second
time. Scale bars: 200 nm. (e) Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to figure (d).
(f) Specific spot area of the observed sample of figure (d). Scale bars:
200 nm.
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irradiation was applied to conrm the stability of the sample. In
contrast to the Fig. 9(a), the TEM image exhibited a different
morphology (Fig. 9(d)) and different crystal formation
(Fig. 9(e)). Following these observations, we evaluated the FFT
of Fig. 9(b) and Fig. 9(e), where (100) reection of CsCl at
0.42 nm has similarity for both crystal formations. The observed
sample was distinguished in three different investigated areas
(Fig. 9(f)). It was found that there are three different types of
crystal formation as depicted in Fig. S11(a, c and e).† These
ndings suggest that the characterization of the nature of the
active sites of the graphene layers has an essential aspect to
promote different reactions.55 Also, it is well known theoretically
that the active site is not uniformly found over the surface area.
Other literature obviously investigated that the catalytic activity
of GO is affected by the acid and base addition.56 We predicted
that several impurities (chemical contaminations) are deter-
mined by the chemical analysis (Fig. S11(b, d and f)†). Inter-
estingly, if compared with basic condition, the Cl content was
signicantly decreased in acidic condition.

Our speculation is that the crystal formation phenomenon
might be established on the substrate layers of GOQDs in three
continuous steps. The rst step is the decomposition of CsCl
nanoparticles under prolonged electron beam exposure (see
ESI,Video S15.4†). From this process, the Cs rich cluster (or
residual Cs and Cl adatoms) is formed. The second step is the
rearrangement process of residual Cs and Cl atoms to form
a two-dimensional nanocrystal (Fig. 9(b and e)). The motion of
adatoms (adsorbed Cs and Cl atoms) is a reasonable explana-
tion. The consequence of the electron beam effect (200 kV)
causes the bond breakage of the nanocomposite layer. This
phenomenon was clearly observed (the layer was broken then
moved around/rotated) in GOQDs sample aer Cs treatment (in
basic condition), refer to ESIVideo S15.5.† This makes the
movement of atom on the basal plane be easily accelerated,
even though the restoration of the graphitic layer is possible due
to the remaining functionalities.35 This is also found in the
present work (refer to ESI, Fig. S12,Video S15.6 †). The inter-
action of electron beam with the GOQDs surface aer Cs
treatment in acidic condition led to the GOQDs layer being
reorganized. The third step is that the interaction between
a two-dimensional nanocrystal and the graphitic layer produces
the moiré fringe pattern formation (see ESI, Fig. S7(a and b)†).
Therefore, the unveiling moiré fringe pattern formation has an
important role to understand the electronic properties of gra-
phene.57 Thus, it can signicantly inuence the PL phenomena
(turn ON response) aer Cs treatment in acidic condition.

Additionally, the present experiments also indicated the
formation of Cs metal (cluster). It should be noted, however,
that more effort is still necessary to get strong evidence and also
to open the understanding of the role of oxygen functional
group and the various defects that act as an active site of the
GOQDs for Cs metal formation.

Moreover, since the GOQDs and nanocomposite still include
Na originated from NaOH addition during the reux process
(see Fig. S3(A3) and S4(A3), ESI†), the presence of Na cation can
be considered as a part of the process of two dimensional Cs
nanocrystal formation via charge transfer between Na atom and
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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aromatic rings of the graphene layer.58 However, in the present
work, the overall mechanism process is complex, and it is
inuenced by many conditions such as the composition of the
nanocomposite, the pH, the concentration of CsCl, and the
solvent. Therefore, this result suggests that the observed cluster
was formed because of the migration effect of the adatoms on
nanocomposite layer (specically trapped to defect site in the
graphene lattice) and transformation of the local adsorption
environment induced by electron beam exposure.

Conclusions

The nanocomposite was effectively fabricated by functionalized
GOQDs and cesium green molecule in mixed solution (distilled
water/THF). Until now, no study has investigated the develop-
ment of the application of cesium green (CG) molecule for Cs
detection in aqueous solution. In the present study we showed
that as-produced nanocomposite can be essentially used to
recognize the presence of Cs cation in the aqueous solution
both in acidic condition and basic condition with turn ON/OFF
photoluminescence (PL) response. There are several important
keys that solved in the present paper. (1) The unique properties
of GOQDs (pH dependent) have a dual role as an enhancer and
quencher in composite in the presence of Cs cation. In acidic
condition, the PL behaviour shows turn ON the PL aer
detecting the Cs cation. On the contrary, the turn OFF PL
occurred in basic condition. (2) Cesium green molecule can be
used as Cs cation detection material not only in solid state (as
previous works reported) but also in aqueous mixed solution.
(3) Cesium green molecule can work effectively in basic and
acidic condition. (4) The co-solvent application in the nano-
composite systemmight have a contribution to the Cs detection
process. (5) The nanocomposites are more sensitive as Cs
detection (turn ON) compared to other metal like Sr and K in
acidic condition. (6) The Cs cluster was formed under electron
beam irradiation as consequence of adatom mobility on the
substrate layer. In this phenomenon, the pH condition of the
nanocomposite system has an important key in the PL response
in mixed solvent. In particular, for the sensitivity and the
accuracy of the nanocomposite system further investigation is
needed, since GO structure as precursor material has different
local arrangement of functional group from one batch to the
other. Also, it is expected that this work as an initial stage of
GOQDs-cesium green molecule research offers a new chemical
pathway and widely increases the application in environmental
protection with more deep investigation.
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